In Art we are learning to:

Curriculum Map

Harry Beck tube map inspired artwork.

This half term’s topic is:
In D&T we will be making:
Prototypes for spy gadgets and inventions
(Links to English)

International Spies
Our Class Novel will be:

The Recruit
by Robert Muchamore

In SATS BOOSTER on Wednesday and
Thursday 3.45-4.45, we will be working in
small groups to develop skills and
knowledge in reading and maths. We will
focus in particular on
Test technique.
Please support your child
at home.

In Science we will be looking at:
Evolution and inheritance

KS2 Sats dates for your diary:

We will be learning how to:



recognise that living things have
changed over time and that fossils provide
information about living things that inhabited the Earth millions of years ago

 The reading tests will be taken on Tuesday 14th May.



 Mathematics papers 1 and 2 will be taken on Wednesday

recognise that living things produce
offspring of the same kind, but normally
offspring vary and are not identical to their
parents



identify how animals and plants are
adapted to suit their environment in different ways and that adaptation may lead to
evolution

 The spelling, punctuation and grammar (Spag) tests will be taken on Monday 13th May.

15th May.
 Mathematics paper 3 will be taken on Thursday 16th

The Recruit

Newspaper reports

Police reports

Persuasion unit

(Advertising)

Short Stories with flashbacks

Action/adventure stories. Unlikely heroes.

May.
 There is no science sampling test in 2019.

In Geography we will be learning about:
 Spatial Sense – (maps and espionage)
In PE we are learning…

 How would a spy plan a mission using maps?

Team games

 Local: Harry Beck, formation of Tube Map

Individual games

 National: Longitude, latitude, meridian.

Term: Summer 1

In Literacy we are covering the following
units:

Teachers: Mr Hanley and Miss Archer

In Numeracy we are learning the following
units:
SATs revision


Ratio
 Proportion
 Algebra
 Revise all areas of the Maths curriculum

Year group: 6

